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will!be! shared!by! the!United!States! (80%)!and!Germany! (20%).!Flying!at!alti"
tudes!up!to!45,000"feet,!SOFIA!observes!from!above!more!than!99!percent!of
Earth’s!atmospheric!water!vapor,! thereby!opening!windows! to! the!universe


















ments.!SOFIA’s!diffraction"limited! imaging! longward!of!25!!m!will!produce! the
sharpest!images!of!any!current!or!planned!IR!telescope!operating!in!the!30!to!60
µm!region.!




















SOFIA,!with! its! large!suite!of!science! instruments!and!broad!wavelength!cover"
age,!will!be!capable!of!undertaking!a!huge!breadth!of!different! investigations.
This!document!describes!a!sample!of!the!exciting!science!programs!that!might
















low!mass! star! formation! regions.! SOFIA!measurements! of! the! broad! spectral

























of!bright! sources!and!extended! regions,!probing! the!physics!and!chemistry!of
both.! SOFIA!will! explore! the! physical! processes! governing! how! stars! interact
with!their!environments,!the!origin!of!dust,!and!the!role!of!large,!complex!carbon
molecules!—!notably!polycyclic!aromatic!hydrocarbons! (PAHs).!PAH!molecules
are!so!ubiquitous!and!structurally! revealing! that!they!can!be!used!to!trace! the
chemistry! of! prebiotic! molecules! within! star! forming! regions,! even! into! the




copy!of!particular! regions! that! can! resolve! the!narrow! features!of! interstellar
dust!and!kinematics!of!the!ISM!gas.!










chemistry!and! composition!of! the!dust!grains,! as!well!as! that!of! the! ISM!gas,
determines!how!interstellar!ices!form.!Thermal!and!radiative!processing!of!these
simple!ices!yields!the!complex!chemistry!that!finds!its!way!into!planetary!systems




The!unique! identification!of! large,!possibly!prebiotic!carbon"based!molecules! in
space! has! astrobiological! significance.! PAH! molecules! containing! upwards! of






















cal,!spatially! resolved! information!about!how!the!activity! there! is!produced!by
the!interactions!of!stars,!powerful!gas!flows!and!stellar!winds,!strong!magnetic
fields,!and!the!supermassive!black!hole.!Because!of!the!20!–!30!magnitudes!of





















































interpreting! necessarily! cruder! observations! of! the! ever"growing! number! of
extrasolar!planets.!SOFIA!can!contribute!to!the!vexing!question!of!the!H/He!ratio
in!the!giant!planets,!a!problem!that!remains!unsettled!even!after!several!space"
craft! flybys!and! the!Galileo!entry!probe! into!Jupiter’s!atmosphere.!Departures
from! primordial! ratios! could! be! indicative! of! large"scale! inhomogeneity! and
phase!separation,!in!which!He!precipitates!out!of!the!outer!atmosphere.!SOFIA’s





been! seen.! Observations! by! SOFIA! over! the! next! two! decades! could! help! us
understand!these!changes.
Small!Worlds!of!our!Solar!System:!Venus!and!Titan.!Comparable!to!the!Earth! in




including! a! puzzling! “super"rotating”!middle! atmosphere! that! transports! sub"
stantial!energy!from!the!day"side!to!the!night"side.!By!circumstance,!Earth’s!sis"









of! the!gas!giant!planets.! In! spite!of!many!new! results!obtained!by! the!Cassini
orbiter!and!Huygens!probe,! there!are!a!number!of!missing!key!measurements
that! only! SOFIA! can! make.! SOFIA’s! broad! wavelength! range! will! capture! the
spectral!signature!of!more!molecular!species! in!Titan’s!atmosphere!and!detect
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research!portfolio! for!chemical!and!dynamical! studies!of!warm!material! in! the
universe,! and! for! observations! of! deeply! embedded! sources! and! transient
events.!SOFIA!is!designed!for!at!least!two!decades!of!operations!and!will!join!the
Spitzer!Space!Telescope!(Werner,!et!al.!2004,!Gehrz,!et!al.!2007),!Herschel!Space




technologies! and! a! training! ground! for! a! new
generation! of! instrumentalists! and! astrono"
mers.! SOFIA! can! be! upgraded! continually! and
can! be! used! to! evaluate! state"of"the"art! and
high"risk! technologies! that! could! otherwise
only!be!proven!in!space.!SOFIA!is!a!joint!project
of!NASA!and! the!Deutsches!Zentrum! für! Luft"
und! Raumfahrt! (DLR).! The! SOFIA! telescope
design!and!its!evolving!instrument!complement
















Figure 1-1. The SOFIA infrared observatory with chase plane
during the first series of test flights to verify the performance of
the modified Boeing 747SP. From the NASA Dryden Flight
Research Center Photo Collection.
Because of its accessi-
bility, SOFIA will be an 
effective test bed for 
new technologies, and a 








imager,! and! the! German! Receiver! for! Astronomy! at! Terahertz! Frequencies


















Figure 1-2. The SOFIA telescope and primary mirror before the mirror was aluminized.
Flying at altitudes 
where the precipitable 
water is a hundred 
times lower than at 
good terrestrial sites, 
SOFIA will be able to 
observe astronomical 
objects in a broad 
swath of wavelengths 
completely invisible 
from the ground. At a 
typical observing alti-
tude of 45,000 feet, 
such column densities 
of less than 10 µm will 
allow observations with 
greater than 80% 
transmission from 
0.3 µm to 1.6 mm.
1"4 The"Telescope"and"Observatory
Introduction SOFIA!Science!Vision
Although! some! strong! water
absorption! lines! remain,! spectros"
copy!between!the!water!lines!is!pos"
sible!and!most!of! the! flux!makes! it
through! enabling! wide! band! pho"
tometry.
The!SOFIA!aircraft!will!ordinarily!be






bility! will! allow! measurements! of
transient!events!that!are!visible!only
at! particular! locations! (e.g.,! stellar
occultations).
1.3"The"Telescope"and"Observatory
The!SOFIA!telescope!(Figure 1"5,!Figure 1"6,!Table 1"1),!was!supplied!by!DLR!as!the
major!part!of!the!German!contribution!to!the!SOFIA!observatory.!It!is!a!bent!Cas"
segrain!design!with!a!2.7m!(2.5m!effective!aperture)!parabolic!primary!mirror!and
a!0.35m!diameter!hyperbolic!secondary!mirror.!The! telescope! feeds! two! f/19.6
Nasmyth!foci!(the!IR!focus!and!a!visible! light!focus!for!guiding),!about!300!mm
behind! the! instrument! flange,! using! a! gold! coated! dichroic! and! an! aluminum
coated!flat.!The!secondary!mirror!provides!chop!amplitudes!of!up!to!±!4!arcmin
between!0!and!20!Hz.!The!visible!beam! is!fed! into!the!Focal!Plane! Imager!(FPI)
which!is!an!optical!focal!plane!guiding!system.!Independent!of!the!FPI!there!are
two!other!optical! imaging!and!guiding! cameras!available:!a!Wide!Field! Imager
(WFI)! and! Fine! Field! Imager! (FFI).!Both!of! these! cameras! are! attached! to! the
front!ring!of!the!telescope.!
The! telescope! is! mounted! in! an! open! cavity! in! the! aft! section! of! the! aircraft
(Figure 1"4)!and!views!the!sky!through!a!port"side!doorway.!The!telescope!is!artic"
ulated! by! magnetic! torquers! around! a! spherical! bearing! through! which! the
Nasmyth!beam! is!passed.!The!telescope!has!an!unvignetted!elevation!range!of
20"60!degrees.!Since!the!cross"elevation!travel!is!only!a!few!degrees,!the!airplane
Figure 1-3. The typical atmospheric transmission for SOFIA at an altitude of
45,000 feet as compared to the transmission on a good night at Mauna Kea
(13,800 ft. MSL). From 1 to 1000 µm, the average transmission at SOFIA’s
altitude is  80% except in the center of absorption lines due to mostly telluric 
H2O, CO2, and O2. Background image: IRAC false color image of the


























Figure 1-4. A cutaway view of the SOFIA Observatory.
Table 1-1. SOFIA System Characteristics
Nominal"Operational"Wavelength 0.3 to 1600 µm Diffraction"Limited"
Wavelengths
 15 µm
Primary"Mirror"Diameter 2.7 meters Optical"Configuration Bent Cassegrain with chopping second-
ary mirror and flat folding tertiary
System"Clear"Aperture"Diameter 2.5 meters Chopper"Frequencies 1 to 20 Hz for 2-point square wave chop
Nominal"System"f!ratio 19.6 Maximum"Chop"Throw"
on"Sky
+/- 4 arcmin (unvignetted)
Primary"Mirror"f!ratio 1.28 Pointing"Stability = 1.0” rms at first light
= 0.2” rms in operations
Telescope’s"Unvignetted"Elevation"
Range
20 to 60 degrees Pointing"Accuracy = 0.5” with on-axis focal plane tracking
Unvignetted"Field!of!View"Diameter 8 arcmin Total"Emissivity"of"Tele!
scope"(Goal)
15% at 10 µm with dichroic tertiary
10% at 10 µm with aluminized tertiary
Image"Quality"of"Telescope"Optics"at"
0.6"µm


















Figure 1-5. The bent Cassegrain-Nasmyth optical configuration of the SOFIA 2.5-meter infrared telescope.











Operations! (SMO)! staff.! FSI! pipeline"reduced! and! flux! calibrated! data! will! be
archived! for! general! access! by! the! astronomical! community! after! a! one! year
exclusive!access!(proprietary)!period.!In!addition,!there!are!six!Principal!Investi"
gator! (PI)! class! instruments!maintained! and!operated!by! the!PI! teams.! These
instruments!are!designed!to!be! less!general! in!their!potential!applications!than
are! the! FSIs! and! are! more! likely! to! undergo! upgrades! between! flight! series,
which!has!the!advantage!of!keeping!them!more!state"of"the"art!at!the!expense
of!not!having!fixed!capabilities.!General! investigators!can!propose!to!use!these
latter! instruments! in!collaboration!with!the!PI!team!that!developed!the! instru"
ment.! In!the!present!development!plans,!pipeline!reduced!data!from!the!US!PI
instruments!will! also!be! added! to! the! science! archive,! again! after! a!one! year









Figure 1-7. SOFIA first generation instruments shown in a plot of log spectral resolution vs. log wavelength. FORCAST and
GREAT are the first-light instruments.





FORCAST! is!a! facility! class,!mid"infrared!diffraction"limited! camera!with! select"











hydrogen! (HD)!at! 2.6!THz!and! the! rotational!ground"state! transition!of!OH.!A
high"frequency!band!includes!the!63!!m!transition!of![OI].!The!receivers!employ
sensitive! superconducting!mixer!elements,! superconductor"insulator"supercon"
ductor! (SIS)! tunnel! junctions! and!hot! electron!bolometers.!A!polarizing!beam
splitter!allows!simultaneous!measurements!of!two!channels!at!the!same!time.
1.4.3!FIFI!LS
FIFI! LS! contains! two!medium! resolution! (R~1700)! grating! spectrometers!with
common!foreoptics!feeding!two!16!x!25!pixel!Ge:Ga!detector!arrays.!A!beamsplit"
ter!allows!the!two!Littrow!spectrometers!to!simultaneously!observe!an!object!in














HIPO! is! a! special"purpose! instrument! designed! to! provide! simultaneous! high"
speed,! time"resolved! imaging! photometry! at! two! optical! wavelengths.! HIPO
makes!use!of!SOFIA's!mobility,!freedom!from!clouds,!and!near"absence!of!scintil"
lation!noise!to!provide!data!on!transient!events!like!stellar!occultations!and!data
acquisition! at! optical! and! near"IR! wavelengths.! HIPO! and! FLITECAM! can! be
mounted!simultaneously!to!enable!data!acquisition!at!two!optical!and!one!near"




diffraction"limited! resolution.! HAWC! utilizes! a! 12x32! pixel! array! of! bolometer
detectors! constructed! using! the! silicon! pop"up! detector! (SPUD)! technology
developed!at!Goddard!Space!Flight!Center.!The!array!will!be!cooled!by!an!adia"




tive! superconducting! mixers,! including! both! tunnel! junction! superconductor"
insulator"superconductor! (SIS)! and! eventually! hot! electron! bolometers! (HEB).

















mance will allow it to 
produce the sharpest 
images of any current 
or planned IR telescope 


















thermal! IR! background,! the! 2.5"meter! aperture! of! the! SOFIA! telescope! will
enable! measurements! with! about! an! order! of! magnitude! better! photometric




rent!or!planned! IR! telescope!operating! in! the! 30! to!60! !m! region! (Figure 1"8,
right).!SOFIA’s!performance!for!line!flux!measurements!with!various!first!genera"
tion! instruments! is!shown! in!Figure 1"9.!Each! instrument!will!have!an!exposure
time!calculator!on!the!SOFIA!website!to!enable!prospective!observers!to!evalu"
ate! the! feasibility!of! the!programs! they!propose! to!conduct.!See! the! followng
URL:!http://www.sofia.usra.edu
Figure 1-8. SOFIA's sensitivity will be comparable to that of ISO (right). It will form images three times smaller than those
formed by the Spitzer Space Telescope (left).
≥
SOFIA will be an 
ideal platform for 
the first or early 







Figure 1-9. The continuum sensitivity of SOFIA instruments expected at the time of full operational capability. Shown is the 10 σ
minimum detectable continuum point source flux densities (MDCF) in Janskys for 900 seconds of integration on source.













Figure 1-10. The expected line sensitivity of SOFIA spectrometers at the time of full operational capability. Shown is the 10 σ
minimum detectable line flux (MDLF) in watts per meter squared for 900 seconds of integration on source. Observing and
chopper efficiency have not been included.
1.6"Future"Instrumentation
A!major!advantage!of!SOFIA!over! space"based!missions! is! its!ability! to! rapidly
incorporate! instrument! improvements! and! to! accommodate! upgrades! to
respond! to! new! technological! developments.! Focal! plane! technology! is! still
expanding! rapidly! in! the! far"IR,!and!major!advances! in!detector!sensitivity!and










Line Sensitivities with Spectrometers























of! imaging!and! spectroscopic!polarization!measurements! for!a!number!of!key






great!strengths! is! that! its!scientific! instruments!can!be!exchanged! regularly! to
accommodate!changing!science!requirements!and!new!technologies!that!do!not
need!to!be!space!qualified.!Furthermore,! large,!massive,!complex!and!sophisti"





in! both! the! northern! and! southern! hemispheres.! SOFIA! has! the! flexibility! to
respond!to!events!such!as!supernovae!and!nova!explosions,!cometary! impacts,













supernovae,!novae,! and! variable! stars! throughout! the! year.!SOFIA!will!be! the





tion,! analysis,! and! further! observation.! The! Herschel! and! James! Webb! Space








faculty! in! instrument! hardware! and! software! development.! It!will! present! an
ideal!venue! in!which!to!educate!students,!where!they!can!participate! in!hands"
on,! cutting"edge! technology!developments.! These!opportunities! are!generally
not!available!to!students!working!on!satellite!projects.
SOFIA!will!energize!the!next!generation!of!young!experimental!astrophysicists
and!help! to!develop! their! talents! in!many!different! scientific! and! engineering
areas.!SOFIA!graduate!and!post"doctoral!students!will!form!a!rich!reservoir!of!tal"
ent!and!will!become! the!next!generation!of!Principal! Investigators!and! Instru"
ment!Scientists,!as!has!been!the!legacy!of!the!KAO.









talists is a high priority 
for the United States 
and German science 
communities. As a 
hands-on observatory, 
SOFIA will offer train-
















Figure 1-11. SOFIA’s flight lifetime and time-frame will make it the premier facility for doing far-IR and submillimeter wave
astronomy from 2010 until the mid 2030s. It will be the only facility available for wavelength coverage in the 28-1200 µm spectral
region and for high resolution spectroscopy during much of that period. The SPICA and SAFIR missions have yet to be formally
approved. The length of the SAFIR mission is undetermined at present.
In!general,!SOFIA!will!excel!at!those!observations!that!demand!some!combina"
tion!of:!good!mid!and/or!far"infrared!atmospheric!transmission,!reasonably!high











to! exploit! the! unique! attributes! and! programmatic! excitement! of! airborne
astronomy.!SOFIA!is!the!only!major!research!observatory!designed!to!bring!non"
scientists! into! routine!close!contact!with! scientists! in!a! research!environment.
SOFIA! is!uniquely!capable!of!giving!the!nation's!science!educators,!such!as!Kin"






















a! comprehensive! listing! of! all! of! the! investigations! that!might! be! conducted.
Each! chapter!has!a! corresponding! table! in!Appendix!B! listing!a! sample!of! the
investigations,!both!in!terms!of!the!numbers!of!objects!that!are!needed!to!obtain
the! needed! data! and! the! amount! of! SOFIA! observing! time! that! would! be
required.!Finally,!to!aid!the!reader,!we!have!listed!many!of!the!astronomical!lines
discussed! in!the!text,!with!accurate!wavelengths,!as!Appendix!B.6.!We!also! list
the!atmospheric! transmission!expected!at! typical!observing!conditions! for! the
rest!wavelengths.
Because of its acces-
sibility and ability to 
carry passengers, 
SOFIA will include a vig-
orous, highly visible 
Education and Public 
Outreach (E&PO) pro-
gram designed to 






















finding!among!other!planetary! systems.!The! cycling!of!gas!and!dust! from! the
interstellar!medium!into!stars!and!planets!and!back!into!the!interstellar!medium


































mation!of!massive! stars! is!poorly!understood.!Here!we!highlight! some!of! the
important!observations!with!SOFIA!that!can!help!to!make!significant!progress!in
the!field!of!massive!star!formation.
Figure 2-1. Infrared dark cloud G11.11-0.12 in Sagittarius as viewed by Spitzer shows a string of dense, dusty clumps extending
21 pc that appear dark against the bright infrared background of the Galactic plane. It is within dark clouds and dense millimeter
cores like these that massive stars are thought to be born. This false-color image is a composite of infrared data taken by Spitzer's
IRAC and MIPS instrument (blue represents 3.6 µm light; green shows light of 8 µm; and red is 24 µm light) and is 1 degree wide.





and!processes! lead! to! the! formation!of! the!most!massive! stars?!We! can!answer
these!questions! in!our!own!Galaxy! if!we!can!separate!the! individual!sources!of
luminosity! in!regions!forming!massive!stars,!but!we!need!to!study!regions!that














the!Galactic!Plane! (see!Figure 2"1).! It! is!within!such!cold!and!dense!cloud!cores
and!IRDCs!that!massive!star!formation!is!believed!to!take!place.!Complementary
surveys! with! Spitzer! (GLIMPSE! and! MIPSGAL)! are! providing! near"! and! mid"IR
images!of!massive!star!forming!regions! in!the!Galactic!Plane!(Figure 2"1).!These







Figure 2-2. Spectral energy distribution data for sub-mm source P1 in the IRDC shown in Figure 2-1. The thin black solid line at
long wavelengths corresponds to the model of a central star of L=1200 Lsun that is surrounded by an envelope. These are fit
through the IRAS data points, which are likely upper limits due to contamination by flux from several nearby sources. A second
possible model of the long wavelength points is shown as the dashed grey line, which fits the sub-mm/mm data better, but has
significantly different luminosity. However, neither model fits the shorter wavelength data. A separate model (thick black line) of
a 550K blackbody can fit the mid-IR data only, but not the far-IR or near-IR. Better spatial resolution at far-IR wavelengths and
better spectral coverage throughout the SED is needed to disentangle and model the luminosity in this area. The light yellow area
shows the wavelength coverage of SOFIA’s instruments, and the dark orange area is where SOFIA’s instruments are unique. Data
points shown are fluxes due to dust emission at 1.2, 1.65, and 2.2 µm from 2MASS (purple); 3.6, 4.5, 5.8 and 8.0 µm from Spitzer
IRAC (blue), MSX detection at 8.2 µm and upper limits at 12, 15 and 21 µm (green); 60 and 100 µm from IRAS (yellow); the 450











mation! in! hand,! we! address! the! question:! What! are! the! different! sources! of
luminosity!in!massive!star!forming!cores?




one! can! model! the! different! contributions! to! the! luminosity! of! the! source.
Figure 2"2!shows!the!SED!of!a!sub"mm!core! in!the! IRDC!G11.11"0.12!that!actually
displays!emission!at!wavelengths!shorter!than!20!!m.!For!some!very!young!mas"
sive!stars!displaying!broad!wavelength!emission!(as!shown!in!Figure 2"2),!a!single
model! cannot! properly! explain! both! the! shorter! wavelength! (2! "! 25! !m)! and
longer!wavelength!emission!(350!!m!"!3!mm).!The!higher!spatial!resolution!and
broad!spectral!coverage! in!the!25!to!300!!m!region!afforded!by!SOFIA!can!aid






not!constrain! the! luminosity!of! the!source!because! there! is!no! information!on
where!the!SED!turns!over!(see!dashed!versus!solid!line!fits!in!Figure 2"2).!IRAS!60













SOFIA has a unique 




lengths and high spa-
tial resolution
in the far-IR free of 
saturation, which will 
provide critical
multi-wavelength data 














sive! star! forming! core.!ALMA!will! probe! dynamics! using! rotational! lines! from














SOFIA has extremely 
high spectral resolu-
tion capabilities from 
the mid-IR to sub-
mm, providing unique 
opportunities to 
probe the dynamics 
and chemistry closer 
to forming massive 





Figure 2-3. A comparison of near-IR (1.6 µm, yellow), far-IR (100 µm, red) and sub-mm (850 µm, blue) polarimetry of the
NGC2024 star forming region with a background image of the 850 µm dust continuum intensity map (from Kandori et al. 2007).
All are indicators of magnetic fields in this region. All data show a good agreement in the outer regions, but the correlation
significantly breaks down in the inner dense region (within the dashed curve) where the near-IR polarization appears very
different from the longer wavelength polarization, signifying a different magnetic geometry in the interior. To complete the 3-D
magnetic picture, mid-IR polarization data at a similar scale to ground-based sub-mm observations is required. In order to tackle
this, and other similar problems, a next-generation SOFIA based mid/far-IR polarimeter is crucial. This mid/far-IR
instrumentation and technique are especially important for understanding magnetic fields in the interiors of massive star
formation regions, where near-IR polarization measurements are often not possible.
In!particular!for!massive!young!stellar!objects,!the![OI]! line!(63!!m)! is!strong! in
the!accretion!shock,!but!it!is!also!likely!to!be!photo"excited!at!cloud!surfaces!cre"





















of! the!polarization!of!dust!particles! that! align! themselves!with!magnetic! field
lines.! Observations! of! polarization! at! different! wavelengths! probe! different
depths!within!star!forming!regions.!Therefore,!observations!at!sub"mm!to!radio
wavelengths! only! yield! part! of! the! picture,! tracing! the! cool! dust! in! magnetic





us! how! important! turbulence! is! compared! to! magnetic! pressure! and! gravity.
SOFIA! is! especially! important! for! polarization! measurements! of! massive! star
forming! cores,! where! often! light! at! wavelengths! shorter! than! 5 !m! cannot









star! formation! section)! and! direct! millimeter! interferometric! imaging! (Hillen"
brand!et! al.! 1992,!Mannings!&!Sargent! 1997,!Natta!et! al.! 2004).!However,! the
detailed!evolution!and!structure!of!these!disks!is!poorly!understood.!The!chemi"
Mid/far-IR polarization 
measurements from a 
next-generation SOFIA 
instrument will be a 
unique tool that will, 
among other things, 
discern the magnetic 
field geometries in the 





















the! ability! to! associate! a! physical! structure! and! evolutionary! stage! with! an
observed!SED!is!much!better!when!the!SED!is!well!sampled!over!a!broad!wave"
length! range.!Derived!physical!parameters,! such!as!envelope!mass,!disk!mass,
and!disk! geometry! are! in!better! agreement!with! values! ascertained! via!other
techniques!when!the!SED!is!well!sampled.!It!was!determined!in!those!modeling
studies!that!the!addition!of!more!data!points!in!the!range!20"100!!m!is!crucial!in





like! FORCAST! and!HAWC! provide! narrower! filters! (~10%! bandwidth)! for!more
accurate!and!denser!spectral!sampling!than!previous!(Spitzer’s!IRAC!and!MIPS)








The 20-100 µm wave-
length range is crucial 
in constraining physi-
cal parameters and 
the evolutionary stage 
of the disk. This is the 
region (28 to 60 µm) 











grain! growth! and! crystallization,! processes! that! tie! disk! observations! to! the















formed! in! these!disks?!Grain! growth! in! the! circumstellar! disks! is! the! first! step
toward!planet!formation.!In!the!disk!mid"plane,!micron"size!grains!can!grow!very
quickly! into! kilometer! size! structures.!Multi"wavelength! SED! observations! can
















the! only! observatory! that! can! now! observe! this! transition.! Also! available! to
SOFIA! is! the!6!!m!water! feature,!which!cannot!be!observed! from! the!ground
(see!sidebar! in!Figure 2"7!on!page 17).!Observing! the!strengths!of! these! transi"
tions!towards!circumstellar!disks!will!provide!direct!measurements!of!tempera"
ture!and!water!column!density.!
Figure 2-4. A schematic diagram showing the location of water in a circumstellar disk. NIR instruments can probe the steam
water features within 0.3AU of stars from the ground. SOFIA can probe the gas and snow line by observing the 6 µm feature, as
well as the colder water ice found in the outer disk through the 45 µm feature. SOFIA can also probe ice grain growth in star
forming regions through these transitions to learn how planets form in their earliest stages. (Figure modified from van Boekel
2007)











al.,! 2008).!Spitzer!detections!of!gas!phase!H2O! lines!around! 16!!m,! combined
with! linewidths! less! than!35!km/s! from!near"infrared! lines! (Carr!&!Najita!2008,
Salyk! et! al.! 2008),! suggest!peak!emission! line! intensities!of! ~1.0x! 10"17!W/m2! if
velocity!resolved.!EXES!can!detect!lines!this!bright!in!900!sec!(10!σ)!with!8!km/s
SOFIA can uniquely 
measure important 
spectral lines within 
circumstellar disks 
with extremely high 
spectral resolution.
Velocity-resolved line 







Figure 2-5. The plot on the left shows models of velocity-resolved lines in a disk, as would be observed with 4 km/s spectral
resolution. The resultant double-peaked shape of the line is because it is the combination of the red and blue Doppler shifted line
profiles (with respect to the systemic velocity of the star) coming from the emitting material on either side of the disk. From the
separation of the peaks, one can distinguish the location within the disk of the chemical being probed. The colors of the lines on
the left translate to the regions of the same colors in the simplified cartoon disk on the right. Determining the locations of
molecules and atoms in disks could be done for the lines of several indicators, like [OI] at 63 !m, [CII] at 158 µm, and H2O to get
a chemical inventory of the disk as a function of location. The estimated locations indicated are based in part on the chemical
models of Kamp & Dullemond (2004).
While! SOFIA! will! not! spatially! resolve! the! region! of! the! snow! line,! velocity"
resolved!line!profiles!in!combination!with!Kepler’s!law!can!yield!the!distribution
of!chemicals! in!the!emitting! layers!of!circumstellar!disks!(Figure 2"5).!For!exam"
ple,!SOFIA! is! the!only!observatory! that!will!have! the!capability! to!observe! the
63 !m![OI]!line!and!the!119!!m!OH!ground!state!line!with!high!velocity!resolution
and!hence!will!be!able!to!pin!down!the!location!where!these!specific!spectral!fea"
tures! are!produced! (Figure 2"5).!The! location!of!other! important!emission! fea"
tures!such!as!H2O!and![CII]!at!158 !m,!and![OI]!at!145 !m!(with!an!upgrade!to!the




























plete! diagnosis! of! the! composition! of! the! material! on! the! disk! surface.! For
instance,!measurements!of!the!flatness!of!10!!m!silicate!feature!can!be!due!to




present! spectropolarimeters! (Michelle!on!Gemini,!and! soon!CanariCam!on! the
Gran! Telescopio! Canarias),! spectropolarimetric! observations! of! the! relatively
unexplored! 20 !m! silicate! feature!with!SOFIA!would!be!unique! and! aid! in! the
understanding!of!our!incomplete!picture!of!the!chemistry!of!circumstellar!disks.!
2.4"Astrochemistry"in"Star"Forming"Regions
The! study!of! exo"planetary! systems! and! their! formation! is! one!of! the! fastest











oxygen!—!we!have!a!good!understanding!of! the! location!only! for! the! carbon
(about!2/3!in!dust!grains!and!1/3!in!CO!in!molecular!clouds).!Nitrogen!is!less!well




forming! clouds! and! disks?
The!main! reservoirs!of!oxy"
gen!—!O,!OH,!and!H2O!—!all
have! their! principal! transi"
tions! at! mid"infrared! and
far"infrared! wavelengths.
As! stated! in! the! disk! sec"
tion,!SOFIA! is! the!only!mis"
sion! that! can! provide
spectrally! resolved!data!on
the! [OI]! lines! at! 63! and
145 !m,!and!the!OH!ground"
state! line!at!119!!m,!as!well
as! probe! H2O! and! OH! in
spectral!windows! that!Her"
schel! does! not! cover! to
answer!this!question.
In!fact,!the!total!oxygen!budget!in!clouds!is!still!a!puzzle.!In!diffuse!clouds,!optical
and!UV!absorption! line!data!have!established! that!about!30%!of! the! total! (gas
plus!solid)!elemental!O!abundance!of!N(O)/N(H)!=!4.6!x!10"4!is!contained!in!refrac"
tory! material! such! as! silicates,! with! the! remainder! in! gaseous! atomic! oxygen
(Meyer!et!al.!1998).!Assuming!that!the!refractory!budget!stays!the!same!in!dense
clouds,!one!can!make!an! inventory!of! the! remaining!volatile!components.! Ices
(mostly!H2O,!plus!some!CO!and!CO2)!contain!about!25"30%!and!gaseous!CO!up!to
10%!of!the!oxygen,!with!precise!values!varying!from!cloud!to!cloud!(e.g.,!van!der













Figure 2-6. A pie chart showing the oxygen budget in
cold clouds. Almost 1/3 of the oxygen is unaccounted for.
SOFIA is the only mis-
sion that can provide 
spectrally resolved 
data on the [OI] lines 
at 63 and 145 µm to 
understand the oxygen 









lines!coupled!with! the! fact! that! they!are!spectrally!unresolved! (Li!et!al.!2002).
SOFIA!is!the!only!planned!facility!that!will!have!heterodyne!capabilities!at!these
wavelengths! to! properly! resolve! the! lines! and! derive! oxygen! abundances.
Assuming!a! linewidth!of!1!km/s,!typical!of!cold!clouds,!the!detections!at!63!and

















Water! in!Absorption.! Interpretation!of! lines! in! absorption! is!more! straightfor"
ward!than!that!for!emission! lines.! If!the!observations!can!measure!true!contin"
uum!and!zero!level,!the!optical!depth!of!a!weakly!excited!absorption!line!is!easy
to! determine.! Assuming! that! the! absorption! seen! is! confined! to! a! column
defined!by!the!angular!size!of!the!background!source,!it!is!possible!to!compare
with!other!observations,!even!if!made!using!other!beam!sizes,!with!a!reasonable
accuracy.! EXES! can! provide! a! view! of! water! that! is! complementary! to! that
offered!by!Herschel.!Herschel!has!several!programs!to!detect!water! in!absorp"




SOFIA has the unique 
ability to spectrally 
resolve water vapor 
lines in the mid-IR 
which will allow it to 
probe and quantify the 
creation of water vari-















50! in! 15! minutes! for! a! 2.0x10"17! W/m2! absorption! line),! allowing! surveys! with
decent!statistics!to!be!performed.!










shock!water! (e.g.,! SWAS! and!Odin)! and! the! low! spectral! resolution! of! instru"
ments!capable!of!detecting!hot!shocked!water!(e.g.,!ISO!and!Spitzer).!
SOFIA!offers!new!observational!insight!into!the!unresolved!question:!How!much











Figure 2-7. Detecting water with SOFIA — simulated observation of water absorption.
EXES!will! have! the! capability! to!distinguish!between! different!water! emitting
clumps!along!the!line!of!sight.!EXES!also!has!the!ability!to!detect!the!primary!gas















grains! in!molecular!clouds!are! typically!amorphous! (Smith!et!al.! 1989).!On! the
other!hand,!H2O!ices!in!the!comets!are!crystalline!(Grun!et!al.!2001),!although!the
amorphous!phase!was!reported! in!comet!Hale"Bopp!(Davies!et!al.!1997).!Some"
Detecting Water with SOFIA 
Though SOFIA will fly above 99% of the water 
vapor in the Earth’s atmosphere, there still will 
be enough telluric water present to require 
special observations to be employed for 
studying the 6 µm water features from 
astronomical sources. (a) The top spectrum is of 
the atmospheric transmission appropriate for 7 
µm of precipitable water and a 45 degree zenith 
angle. Subsequent curves simulate the addition 
of water gas absorption from astronomical 
sources with temperatures of T=1000, 300, and 
25 K and N(H2O)=1018 cm-2. The black dots on 
the bottom of the plot denote the locations of the 
water lines in the astronomical source. The 
model assumes that the flight is constructed to 
create a Doppler shift of -30 km/s between the 
astronomical and telluric lines. (b) The same 
spectra after dividing by the atmosphere. The 
water lines from the astronomical source are 
clearly resolved. The spectral resolving power 
used in the simulation was R=105, and the plots 
represent the wavelength coverage of a single 
EXES setting. (From Richter et al. 2000) 
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ISM,! slowly! increasing! its! metallicity.! This! constant! recycling! and! associated
enrichment!drives! the!evolution!of!a!galaxy’s!baryonic!matter!and!changes! its
emission!characteristics.!The!physical!conditions!and!metallicity!of! the! ISM!are





bump! in! the!SED,!which! is!dominated!by!emission! from! the! ISM.!The!dust! fea"
tures!from!the!smallest,!molecular!sized!dust!grains,!polycyclic!aromatic!hydro"
carbons!(PAHs),!are!prominent!in!the!mid"IR.!The!dust!continuum!from!large!dust
grains! dominates! the! far"IR! and! submillimeter!wavelengths.! The!main! cooling
lines!of!the!neutral!ISM!are!spread!across!the!far"IR!peak.!SOFIA’s!rapid!mapping




























Figure 3-1. Artist's conception that captures the lifecycle of stars and the ISM. On the left is the cycle for a solar mass star that





Figure 3-2. The spectral energy distribution of the entire LMC, based on data from Spitzer, IRAS and FIRAS (Bernard et al.
2008). SEDS are fitted with the dusty PDR model of Galliano et al. (2008). Spitzer has and Herschel will provide good
photometric coverage of a galaxy’s spectral energy distribution (SED) over a portion of the wavelengths. SOFIA will provide
excellent wavelength coverage and spectroscopic capability across the entire SED. In the future, JWST and ALMA will provide

















chemistry,! gas! and! dust! energetics,! and! radiative! physics! (e.g.,! Wolfire! et! al.
1990;!Kaufman!et!al.!1999;!Hollenbach!and!Tielens!1999).!For!that!reason,!they
require!a!number!of!multi"wavelength!observations!to!fully!understand!the!phys"
ical! processes! and! to! constrain! the! models! properly.! Because! PDRs! are! in
dynamic!and!thermal!equilibrium,!the!heating!of!the!gas!caused!by!photoelectric
heating!from!dust!grains!is!balanced!by!cooling!from!line!emission!that!is!domi"
nated!by!the!far"infrared!atomic!fine!structure! lines!of![OI]!63!and 146 !m!and
[CII]!158!!m.!
Figure 3"3!illustrates!theoretical!expectations!for!PDRs!of!differing!densities!and
incident! radiation! fields.! The! far! infrared! intensity! (IFIR)! of! PDRs! results! from
thermal!radiation!of! large!dust!grains! in!radiative!equilibrium!with!the! incident
FUV! stellar! radiation! field,!G0,!and!can!be!used! to!measure! it.!The! ratio!of! the
dominant!cooling!lines!of![OI]!63!!m!and![CII]!158!!m!to!the!far!infrared!intensity
represents! the!photo"electric!heating!efficiency,!and! is!shown!on! the!x"axis!of
Figure 3"3.!
The!ratio!of!the![OI]!and![CII]!cooling!lines!provides!a!diagnostic!of!the!gas!den"
sity!because!of! their!different! critical!densities,! and! is! shown!on! the! y"axis!of






Figure 3-3. The wide range of gas density, nH, and incident UV radiation, G0 (in units of local interstellar radiation field
strength), of PDRs can be effectively probed using measurements of the dominant cooling lines, [CII] 158 !m and [OI] 63 !m,
and a measurement of the total far-infrared intensity, IFIR. The stars mark the results from some well observed PDRs. Figure is
adapted from Kaufman et al. (1999).
The!photoelectric!heating!efficiency! in!PDRs! increases! for! smaller!dust!grains.
PAH!molecules,!the!smallest!of!dust!grains,!are!considered!very!important!in!the
heating!of!PDRs! (Bakes!&!Tielens! 1994).! Indeed,!the!mid"IR!spectra!of!PDRs! in
galactic!and!extragalactic!sources!are!dominated!by!emission!features!at!3.3,!6.2,


























Figure 3-4. Left panel: Variations in the relative strength of the 6.2, 7.7, and 11.3 !m PAH bands observed in the starburst
galaxy, M82 (Galliano et al., 2008). As these data illustrate, the 6.2 and 7.7 !m bands – due to PAH cations – vary relative to the
11.3 !m band – due to neutral PAHs – by a factor of 4 in this data set. Similar variations are observed in many other sources.
Right panel: The observed ratio of the 6.2 to 11.3 !m band – a measure of the ionization balance of PAHs is related to the
physical conditions in a few well-studied PDRs through the ionization parameter, GoT1/2/ne, a measure of the ionization rate over










photo"electric! heating,! can! be! spectrally! mapped! by! FORCAST.! One! can! then
relate!all!of!these!aspects!for!carefully!selected!regions!that!probe!the!range!of
density,! temperature,! metallicity,! and! UV! fields.! A! sample! of! PDRs! will! be
selected!to!test!the!full!range!of!densities!(102<!n!<!106"cm!3),!temperatures!(100!<
T!<!1000!K)!and!radiation!fields!(10!<!Go<106)!outlined!in!Figure 3"3,!and,!in!addi"






















lar!radiation,!“down"converting”! it!to! infrared!emission.!The!observed! IR!spec"






contribution! to! the! lifecycle!of! the! ISM,!we!will!need! to!address!a!number!of
questions:
SOFIA observations of 
PDRs will reveal how 
massive stars inter-
act and shape their 
surrounding environ-
ments from which the 
next generation of 
stars are born. The 
program will also result 
in well calibrated diag-
nostics that can be 









Figure 3-5. The rich and spectrally diverse stardust revealed by ISO and Spitzer requires systematic study. A selection of ISO
SWS spectra of a variety of objects shown here illustrates the rich spectral diversity of the dusty Universe . Key: dark blue:
Herbig AeBe; red: post-AGB and PNe; orange: C-rich AGB; green: O-rich AGB; light blue: mixed chemistry AGB; yellow:
deeply embedded YSO; black: HII region/reflection nebula; purple: mixed chemistry post-AGB. 
Stardust!is!formed!in!the!ejecta!of!old,!dying!stars!—!including!low"mass!(<8M!),
Solar"type!descendants! such! as! asymptotic"giant"branch! (AGB)! stars! and!post
asymptotic"giant"branch!(post"AGB)!stars!and!novae.!Massive!stars!(>8M!),!such





silicates! (e.g.,!mainly! forsterite! (Mg2SiO4)!and! some!enstatite! (MgSiO3))!while







and! polycyclic! aromatic! hydrocarbon! species! (Hony! et! al.! 2002;! Peeters! et! al.
2002).!The!far"IR!is!less!well!studied!but!additional!features!occur!at!45!and!60!!m
due!to!H2O!ice!and!a!key!forsterite!band!at!69!!m!(Sylvester!et!al.!1999;!Molster
et! al.! 2002b).! It! is! clear! that! the! mid"infrared! region! carries! great! diagnostic
potential! for! the!determination!of!dust! composition!and!mass"loss! rates! from




Figure 3-6. Infrared color-magnitude diagram of stars in the nearby galaxy, the Large Magellanic Cloud, obtained by the SAGE
Spitzer Legacy Program (Blum et al. 2006; Meixner et al. 2006). Different classes of objects – indicated by different color
symbols –segregate into different parts of this diagram due to differences in dust composition and spectral characteristics, while
their distribution reflects intrinsic variations in mass-loss rates. The GAIA mission will provide accurate distances for stars in the
Milky Way and this will enable similar color-magnitude diagrams for our own galaxy. The dashed lines indicate the SAGE
photometry limits for the LMC and the predicted sensitivity limits (10 σ in 900 sec) for FORCAST in the GRISM mode for these
types of objects at 3 and 10 kpc, respectively, in the Milky Way. Figure is courtesy of M. Sewilo & SAGE team. 








low! metallicity! environments! of! the! LMC! and! the! SMC.! JWST! will! be! able! to
probe! the! issues! around! dust! sources! in! all! galaxies! in! the! local! group.! With
SOFIA,!we!can! initiate!a!comprehensive!program!to!determine!the!characteris"
tics!of!stardust!injected!by!all!stellar!sources!into!the!interstellar!medium!of!the




15%)! for! 8! AGB! stars! (Whitelock! et! al.! 2008).! In! the! next! decade,! the! GAIA
mission—which! will! measure! parallaxes! ~100! times! more! accurate! than
Hipparchos— can!be!expected!to!provide!accurate!distances!to!approximately
10,000"100,000! AGB! stars.! Thus,! for! the! first! time,! determination! of! reliable
mass"loss!rates!from!evolved!stars!and!an!assessment!of!the!mass!balance!issues
on!a!Milky!Way!wide!scale!will!be!possible.!Moreover,!we!can!compare!the!char"
acteristics!of!stardust! injected! into!the! local! ISM!with!those!of! interstellar!dust
derived!from!UV/optical!extinction!or!IR!emission!measurements.
This!SOFIA!program!would!consist!of! infrared!spectroscopy! from!3! to! 100!!m,
with!R!~200"1000,!of!a!volume"limited!sample!of!AGB!objects!selected!through




that! occur! near! the! end"points! of! their! lives.! Ground"based! optical! surveys
include!the!nearly!complete!INT!Photometric!Hα!Survey!of!the!northern!galactic
plane!(IPHAS;!Drew!et!al.!2005)!and!the!complementary!VST!Photometric!Hα!Sur"
vey! (VPHAS+)!of! the! southern! galactic!plane! that!will!begin! in! 2009.!Ground"











Over the lifetime of 
SOFIA, we can initiate a 
comprehensive pro-
gram to determine the 
characteristics of 
stardust injected by all 
stellar sources into the 











imately!50!C"atoms!are!ubiquitous! in! the! interstellar!medium! (Figure 3"7).!As!a






Feigelson! 1989;! Cherchneff! et! al.! 1992).! Once! injected! into! the! interstellar
medium,!these!species!are!processed,!weeding!out!the!weaker!species!by!inter"





















specific! species! has! remained! challenging.! Investigations! of! PAHs! so! far! have
SOFIA’s unique far-
infrared spectroscopic 
capabilities will offer 
new insights on PAH 









larger!molecular! structure.! For! example,! the! top! of! Figure 3"7! notes! how! the
wavelengths!and!features!in!the!mid"IR!correspond!to!the!various!types!of!vibra"
tional! modes! in! all! of! the! PAHs.! ISO! observations! of! the! fundamental! mid"IR
modes! have! revealed! large! spectral! variations! between! different! regions! and
within! individual! regions.! These! variations! reflect! variations! in! the! molecular
structure!and!chemical!composition!of!the!emitting!interstellar!PAH!family!(Hony
et!al.,!2001;!Peeters!et!al.,!2002;!Joblin!et!al.,!2008;!Sloan!et!al.!2007;!Flagey!et!al.
2006).! In!particular,! there! is! increasing!evidence! (Goto!et!al.!2002;!Sloan!et!al.
2007)! that! the!change! in!observed!profiles! reflects!a! transition! from! relatively
unprocessed!mixture!of!aliphatic!and!aromatic!compounds! in!post"AGB!objects











Figure 3-7. The mid-infrared features attributed to PAHs arising in a planetary nebula and the photodissociation region in the
Orion Bar. The PAH features are filled in with red and these features are labeled with the vibrational modes of PAHs at the top
(Figure is from Tielens 2008 and adapted from Peeters et al. 2002).
Far"infrared!(Far"IR)!spectroscopy!of!PAH!rich!objects!will!provide!important!con"
straints!on!the!size!and!shape!of!PAH!molecules!and!clusters!by!measuring!the
lowest! lying!vibrational!modes!corresponding!to! 'drumhead'!modes!of!PAHs.! If
the!interstellar!PAH!family!is!wide!and!diverse!and!hundreds!of!PAH!species!are




family! is! weeded! down! until! only! the! most! stable! structures! survive! (Tielens










Figure 3-8. Schematic chemical structure diagrams of PAH molecules, molecular clusters and nanometer-sized particles. The
carbon atoms appear as green spheres and the white spheres, which are attached to the benzene rings, may be an H atom, or
something more complex, e.g. CH3. Figure is from Tielens (2008).
The! potential! utility! of! far"IR! spectroscopy! of! PAHs! is! illustrated! in! Figure 3"9
which!shows!the!calculated!spectra!of!an!aggregate!of!20!PAHs!for!conditions
relevant!for!the!post"AGB!object,!the!Red!Rectangle.!While!the!mid"IR!bands!of
these! species! line! up! at! the! fundamental! CC! and! CH! stretching! and! bending
modes,!the!far"IR!is!riddled!by!a!large!number!of!specific!transitions!in!individual
molecules! (Figure 3"9).!Positive! identification!will! require!detection!of!not!only




Once!a!potential!PAH!species! is! identified!with! the! low! resolution!broad"band
far"IR!spectroscopy,!higher!spectral! resolution!observations!of! individual! far"IR
bands!would!be!pursued!as! followup.!At!high!spectral! resolution,! the!P!and!R
branches!of!the!far"IR!modes!will!be!revealed!and!we!can!derive!the!moments!of






Figure 3-9. Top: Weighted sum of the spectra of 20 PAHs in their neutral and cationic state, calculated for the excitation
conditions of the post-AGB object, the Red Rectangle. The dotted line shows, for comparison, the estimated dust continuum in the
same source. Bottom: The predicted spectra of two individual PAHs illustrates that 20-600 !m spectroscopy could lead to unique




identification! purposes.! The! density! of! individual! bands! decreases!with!wave"
length!and!the!range!100"200!!m!is!of!prime!importance.!We!propose!a!pilot!pro"
gram!that!uses!FIFI!LS!to!cover!this!spectral!range.!Sensitivity!is!generally!not!an










FIFI! LS! because! they! require! medium! spectral! resolution! of! at! least! R! ~103
(Figure 3"10).!
Figure 3-10. The lowest vibrational modes of PAHs show characteristic P-Q-R branch structure that can be used to uniquely















have! constrained! the! baryon! abundance! to! better! than! 3%.! The! resulting! Big
Bang!nucleosynthesis!predicted!D"abundance!is!accurate!to!5%:!D/H=!2.6!±!0.15!x
10"5,! in!good!agreement!with!the!measured!D"abundance! in!a!few!high!redshift
quasar!absorption! line! systems.!Subsequently,!D! is! readily!converted! into! 3He,
3"18 Deuterium"in"the"ISM:"Constraints"from"HD
The!Interstellar!Medium!of!the!Milky!Way SOFIA!Science!Vision
4He!and!heavier!elements!by!nuclear! reactions! in!stars! in!a!process!commonly
called!astration!(Epstein!et!al.!1976).!Thus,!as!material!is!cycled!through!stars,!D!is
only!destroyed.!This!steady,!monotonic!decrease!in!the!D"abundance!is!counter"
acted!by! infall!of! less! astrated!material!—!D"rich! and!metal"poor!—! from! the
































With GREAT on SOFIA, 
the main molecular res-
ervoir of deuterium, HD, 







dance! in!molecular! clouds! through! the! J=1"0! transition! at! 112 !m.!Absorption
studies!against!bright!background!sources! is!of!particular! interest!since!at! the
low! temperatures!of!molecular! clouds,! essentially! all!HD!will!be! in! its!ground






results! from! these! HD! observations,! the! systematic! uncertainties! in! the! D/H
abundances! can!be!better!understood!providing! insight! into!galactic! chemical
evolution.!The!ISM!observing!plan!table!(see!Appendix!B),!demonstrates!the!fea"
sibility!of!this!proposed!plan.
Figure 3-11. ISO detection of the HD 112 !m line in the Orion Bar from Wright et al. (1999) using the LWS Fabry-Perot




















ity!of! the!Galactic!Center,! are! particularly! valuable! for! investigating! the!many
questions!about!this!complex!region!of!stars,!gas,!dust,!and!the!black!hole.! !Of
particular!interest!are!the!heating!source!for!the!molecular!clouds!in!the!central
molecular!zone,!and! the!dynamical!and!energetic! consequences!of! the! strong








































stars,!dense! clouds,! strong!magnetic! fields,! intense!X"ray! emission,! and!other





Figure 4-1. Infrared view of the inner 500 parsecs of the Galaxy, from the legacy programs of the Spitzer Space Telescope. Blue
& green: measurements at 3.6 & 8.0 µm with the IRAC camera; red: 24 µm image from the MIPS camera. The CMZ occupies the
central 300 parsecs of the Galactic plane. 
The abundant energy of 
the Galactic Center 
emerges almost 
entirely in the IR 
because of high visual 
extinction.  SOFIA is 
the most versatile and 
sensitive platform for 
observations of the 
Galactic Center cover-













chemistry! and! the! star! formation! in!galactic!nuclei.!The!high!gas! temperature
affects! the!balance!between!gas"phase!and!grain!surface!chemistry,!and!helps
overcome! the! potential! barrier! inhibiting! many! gas"phase! reactions.! Further"
more,!some!of!the!proposed!heating!mechanisms!give!rise!to!local!temperature
spikes!that!can!have!dramatic!effects!on!the!chemistry,!by!speeding!up!reactions





Figure 4-2. CO line intensities as a function of the upper J level, for a solar metallicity model of density 105cm-3, and a constant















contribution!to!observations!of!the! important![OI]!63!!m! line!results! from!the
GREAT!instrument!having!sufficient!velocity!resolution!to!discriminate!between


























tude! stronger! in!XDRs! than! in!PDRs! (Fig.! 2.2,! from!Spaans!&!Meijerink! 2008);
these!lines!are!accessible!to!the!CASIMIR!(1.15!THz)!and!GREAT!(1.84!THz)!instru"
ments,! respectively.!The! [FeII]!26!!m! line!can!be!observed!with!EXES,!while!a
grism!on!FORCAST!will!permit!observations!of!the![SiII]!34.8!!m!line,!and!GREAT









cidating! the!dynamical! and! energetic! consequences!of! this! field.!As! indicated
above,!the!internal!motions,!and!probably!much!of!the!heating!of!GC!clouds,!are
governed!by!hydromagnetic!waves.!!One!of!the!most!significant!discoveries!with











Beyond!extending! such!observations! to! a!greater!number!of! clouds,! the!next
step!is!to!study!the!spatial!fluctuations!in!the!field!direction!as!traced!by!fluctua"







models!of! turbulent! clouds! (e.g.,!Heitsch!et!al.! 2001).!Since!Zeeman!measures
have!so!far!not!been!very!definitive!in!the!GC,!largely!because!of!the!very!broad




SOFIA is uniquely 
poised to discriminate 
among the multiple 
velocity components of 
far-IR lines along sight-
lines through the Cen-
tral Molecular Zone, 
using the high resolu-
tion of GREAT, to 
study shocks and their 
effects on clouds in 





Figure 4-3. Magnetic field directions inferred from measurements of the orientation of the polarized E-vectors of thermal
emission from magnetically aligned dust grains at a combination of far-IR and submm wavelengths (from Chuss et al. 2003).  The
underlying VLA radiograph, from Yusef-Zadeh et al. (1984), shows 20 cm emission from a 60x60 pc region.  The Galactic plane
is oriented at a position angle of about 30o east of north, and the Galactic center is located within the radio-bright Sgr A complex.
The!circumnuclear!disk!surrounding!the!central!black!hole!at!a!distance!of!1!–!5!pc




clear!disks! in!general.! Information!about! the!geometry!and! fluctuations!of!the
magnetic! field! in! this!structure!will!be!very! important! for! informing!models!of






better! than! previously! possible.! Furthermore,! such! measurements! cannot! be
made!with!any!other!observatory.!The!spatial!resolution! is!a!key! issue,!because
 
With a polarimeter on 
the HAWC instrument, 
SOFIA can measure 
spatial fluctuations in 
the magnetic field in 
the Galactic Center 
with unprecedented 
resolution, thus con-
tributing uniquely to 
outstanding questions 
of magnetic field geom-
etry in clouds of the 





measurements! is!matched! to! the!angular! scale!of! the! cloud’s!velocity! fluctua"
tions,!and!previous!observations!have!probably!not!reached!this!scale.!Because






















the! ISM! including! the! Warm! Ionized! Medium! (WIM),! Cold! Neutral! Medium
(CNM),!Warm!Neutral!Medium!(WNM),!and!the!PDRs!on!the!surfaces!of!molecu"
lar!clouds.!The! level!populations!(and!hence! line!strengths)!are!determined!pri"
marily! via! collisional! excitation,! with! critical! densities! well! matched! to! the
















Finally,!and!most! importantly,!because!of! their! long!wavelengths,! these! far"IR
fine!structure! lines!are! relatively! immune!to!the!effects!of!dust,!and! therefore











on! the! surfaces! of! moderate! density! (n! ~102.5! −! 104! cm"3)! molecular! clouds.
Figure 4"4!presents!the!best![CII]!map!taken!to!date!of!the!galaxy!M83;!this!map
was!obtained!with!an!imaging!spectrometer!on!the!KAO.!SOFIA,!with!FIFI!LS,!will





the! spiral! arms! (which! can! contain! significant! amounts!of!dust)! and! separate
emission!from!the!spiral!arms!from!that!of!the!inter"arm!regions.!The!high!spatial
resolution! will! enable! detailed! studies! of! the! ISM! across! the! arms! and! allow
investigations! into! the! role!spiral!structures!play! in! the!star! formation!process
(e.g.,! compression! of! the! ISM! in! spiral! density! waves,! collapse! of! molecular
clouds! to! form!stars)!and! the! interaction!between!young!stars!and! their!natal
environment!(e.g.,!disruption!of!natal!clouds!by!newly!formed!massive!stars).!
SOFIA observations of 
far-IR lines at unprece-
dented spatial resolu-
tion will enable studies 
of the ISM in nearby 
galaxies to explore 
variations with loca-
tion and distance from 




Figure 4-4. (left) KAO [CII] map of M83 (d=4.5 Mpc) (contours, 55” beam) superposed on an optical image (Geis et al., in
prep.).  (right) MIPS 24 µm (6” beam) continuum image of M81 (d=3.5 Mpc).  SOFIA can image nearby galaxies in the [OIII] 52
µm, [NIII] 57 µm, and [OI] 63 µm lines at a spatial resolution comparable to that of the Spitzer 24 µm image. 
4.4"Tracing"the"Universe’s"Star"Formation"History"with"Far!IR"Fine!
Structure"Lines
The!peak!of!star! formation!activity!per!unit!co"moving!volume! in! the!Universe
occurred! at! redshifts! between! ~1! and! 3! (Figure 4"5)! when! the! Universe! was
between!2!and!6!Gyr!old.!Since!that!time,!the!star!formation!rate!has!dropped!by
a!factor!of!~30;!today,!star!formation!occurs!at!generally!modest!rates!(few!stars/
yr/galaxy),! although!much! higher! rates! are! found! in! local! starburst! and!Ultra"

























for!distant!and!unresolved!sources! the! ratio!of! the!observed! far"IR!continuum
intensity!to!the!inferred!Go!yields!the!physical!size!of!the!starburst!region!in!kpc2.!
Figure 4-5. The co-moving star formation history of the Universe (Smail et al. 2002). The original Madau plot based on optical/
UV HDF observations are the filled marks (Madau et al. 1996). Open symbols correct this data for dust extinction (Pettini et al.
1998). These are models based on the SCUBA data. The colored regions mark redshift ranges for the [CII] line available to
SOFIA (pink) and to ground based observatories. (blue).
SOFIA!can!detect!the![CII]! line!from!galaxies!that!are!relatively!common! in!the
redshift!range!from!0.25!to!1.25!—!most!of!cosmic!history!and!back!to!the!time
when! the! star! formation! rate! per! unit! volume! in! the! Universe! had! peaked.
(Figure 4"6,! top).! (For! larger! redshifts,! the! [CII]! line! shifts!out!beyond! 330 !m
where! the! telluric! submillimeter! windows! permit! access! with! much! larger
ground"based! submillimeter! telescopes! —! see! Figure 4"5.)! The! SAFIRE! instru"
ment!will!have! the! sensitivity! to!detect!galaxies!with! far! infrared! luminosities
(Lfar"IR)! ranging! from! far!below! that!of! the!Milky!Way!at!very! low! redshifts! to
those!with!Lfar"IR!~2"3!times!that!of!the!Milky!Way!at!z!~0.25,!and!on!to!those!with















thermore,!any!galaxy!detectable! in! [OI]!with!Herschel/PACS! is!detectable!with
SAFIRE!in![CII],!from!the!local!Universe!to!redshifts!beyond!1.!The![OI]/[CII]/far"IR
continuum!combination!strongly!constrains!PDR!models!in!terms!of!density!and





















unit! volume! to! today,! including! the! epoch!during!which!most!of! the!CIB!was
formed.
Because of its sensi-
tivity between 210 µm 
and 330 µm is unparal-
leled,  SOFIA provides a 
unique opportunity to 
study the star forma-
tion history of the
Universe from redshift 





Figure 4-6. SOFIA-SAFIRE detectability of far-IR lines compared with Herschel-PACS/HIFI as a function of redshift.  ULIRG
values of R assumed for L > 1012 L!, Milky Way values assumed for lower luminosity systems.  Herschel HIFI values assume a
line width of 300 km/s.  Regions where SOFIA is not uniquely sensitive as a tracer are indicated by dashed lines. For example, at
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giant!planets,!whose!bulk!compositions!are!most! like! the!original! raw!material
from!which!all!the!planets!formed,!and!whose!properties!provide!local!compari"
sons!for! interpreting!observations!of!extrasolar!giant!planets;!(3)!Venus,!similar




SOFIA can fill in 
gaps in our under-
standing of how 
Earth, and life on 






Our! view! of! the! formation! and! evolution! of! the!most! primitive! Solar! System
objects!has!been!radically!altered!in!recent!years!by!five!developments:!(1)!comet



















tesimal! reservoirs! may! contain! significant! numbers! of! bodies! that! originally
formed,! and! spent! most! of! their! first! billion! years,! as! members! of! the! other
groups.! The! Nice! Model! further! implies! that! analogs! to! the! LHB! event! could
occur!in!other!planetary!systems.!During!the!LHB,!widespread!collisions!and!frag"
mentation!of!remnant!planetesimals!would!have!made!the!Solar!System!a!strong



















cles! are! crystalline,! hinted!by! ground! and! space"based! spectroscopy! and! con"
firmed!by!Stardust!samples!from!Comet!Wild!2,!is!a!surprise!and!puzzle.!Possible





condense! from! the! canonical! solar! nebula,! a! relatively! high"temperature,! low"
oxygen,! low"water,!Fe"reducing!environment.!Fe!can!be! incorporated! into!con"
densing!silicate!grains,!however,!if!the!local!oxygen!or!water!content!is!high.!The
crystalline!silicate!Mg!and!Fe!contents!of!three!comets!have!been!measured!so




sitional! details,! especially! the! Fe:Mg! value! (Figure 5"2).!Note! that!most!of! the
diagnostic! differences! are! at! wavelengths! impossible! to! observe! from! the
ground.!An!advanced!spectrograph!covering!all!of!the!mid"IR!(5!to!40!!m)!at!
R! ~! 1000! in! single! observations! would! allow! a! more! comprehensive! study! of
comet!mineralogy;! adding! such! an! instrument! to! SOFIA's! complement! is! also
desired!for!studies!of!the!interstellar!medium.!
SOFIA can provide 
unique tests of early 
Solar System forma-
tion hypotheses by 
quantifying the diver-





organic content of a 
large number of com-






Figure 5-2. Measured mass absorption coefficients (equivalent to thermal emission spectra of small particles) for silicates of
different Fe/Mg ratio. Top: pure Fe end-member silicate; bottom: pure Mg end-member silicate. Notice that most of the
diagnostic features are at mid-IR wavelengths inaccessible from Earth. Plot taken from Koike et al. (2003). 
SOFIA’s!ability!to!observe!comets!near!perihelion!when!their!activity!is!greatest
(<!2!AU),!at!solar!elongation!angles!inaccessible!to!other!facilities,!is!critical!for!all
comets,!but!particularly! so! for! Jupiter"family! comets! that! are! less! active! than
dynamically!new!comets!because!of!many!prior!solar!passages.!SOFIA’s!high!spa"
tial!resolution!can!also!play!a!role!in!determining!the!degree!of!heterogeneity!of
individual! comet!nuclei,! for!example!via! spectral!mapping!of! comae!using! the
wide! field"of"view!FORCAST!plus!grism,!or!via! long"slit!spectroscopy,!assessing
whether!or!not! the!grains! in! jets!arising! from! isolated!active!areas!differ! from
those!of!the!average!coma.!
SOFIA’s ability to observe 
comets near perihelion 
when their activity is 
greatest is critical for all 
comets, but particularly so 
for Jupiter-family comets 
that are less active than 


























Figure 5-3. (Left): Ortho-para ratios for H2O in comets (Bonev et al. 2007) placed on a theoretical curve connecting them to the
corresponding formation temperature. (Right): The 6.5 µm H2O band in comet K4, both fully resolved and also convolved to the
resolution of Spitzer (Woodward et al. 2007). Ortho and para lines are indicated. EXES on SOFIA would provide major







Bopp! is!enriched!by!a!factor!of!two!relative!to!terrestrial!water,! indicating! ion"















2008),! yielding! an! independent! measure! of! comet! formation! temperatures
(Yurimoto!et!al.!2007).!
Organics!in!Comets.!Comets!are!rich! in!diverse!classes!of!organic!species!(Bock"






















close! to! the! Sun.! In! contrast,! ground"based!observations! are!often! limited! or
impossible!when!comets!are!at!their!most!productive!phase.!Table 5"1! lists!two
comet!apparitions!during!the!first!few!years!of!SOFIA’s!scientific!operations.!The
“Figure"of"Merit”! is! an! estimate! of! spectral! line! detectability! based! on! each
comet’s!respective!volatile!production!rate!and! the!comet"Earth"Sun!geometry
during!the!indicated!perihelion!passage.
Table 5-1. 2011 – 2013 Known Comet Targets
SOFIA!offers!many!advantages!over!current!and!future!facilities!for!comet!stud"
















all!be!discerned! from! the! light!curve.!Measurements!of! stellar!occultations!by
KBOs! observed! simultaneously! with! two! SOFIA! instruments,! HIPO! and! FLITE"












45P/H"M"P September!2011 0.072 0.70 0.96 +38 0.12
2P/Encke October!2013 0.04 0.54 0.69 +21 0.30
Q1!–!Maximum!release!rate!of!water!molecules!per!second !∆!–!Minimum!distance!from!Earth!
R!–!Distance!from!Sun!at!closest!approach!to!Earth !∆"dot!–!Velocity!relative!to!Earth!at!closest!approach
SOFIA’s ability to 
observe at small solar 
elongation angles, and 
during daytime, is 
particularly important 
for studies of com-
ets, which are gener-
ally brightest when 











eters! and! be! able! to! guarantee! flying! in! the! shadow! track! center! when! the
moment!comes.!
Figure 5-4. KAO photometric measurement of a star occulted by Pluto. The gradual transitions on either side of the occultation
indicate the presence of the dwarf planet's atmosphere (from Eliot et al. 1989). b: Small irregularities in Pluto's occultation light






recent!Solar!System! formation! and!evolution! theories! that!predict! substantial
radial!mixing!of!these!dynamical!populations.!
5.3"Extrasolar"Planetary"Material
With! high"resolution! spectroscopy! over! a! wide! wavelength! range,! SOFIA! can
build! on! Spitzer’s! legacy! of!mid"infrared! spectroscopy! of! unresolved! material
around! solar"type! stars,! connecting! our! understanding! of! the! composition! of
primitive!bodies!in!extrasolar!systems!to!our!Solar!System.!
Most,!if!not!all,!solar"mass!stars!are!born!with!circumstellar!disks.!These!“primor"




to TNO studies 
comes mainly from 














metrically! by! Spitzer but! that! were! not! studied! spectroscopically,! covering! a
broad!wavelength!range!at!high!spectral!resolution.!Figure 5"2!above! illustrates
the! type! of! spectra! SOFIA! can! be! expected! to! return! regarding! Solar! System
primitive!bodies.!Figure 5"5!compares!mid"IR!spectra!of!two!comets,!some!terres"
trial!minerals,!and!various!examples!of!extrasolar!circumstellar!dust.!
Figure 5-5. a. Comparison of dust emission spectra from two Solar System comets and a variety of extrasolar protoplanetary or
planetary debris disk systems: HD 100546, a Herbig A0V star, a younger version of the Vega system; HD 113766, a 12 Myr-old
F5 main sequence star; and HD 69830, a nearby mature K0V star, an older version of epsilon Eridani. Note the similar emission
features at common wavelengths in the spectra, despite the highly diverse source environments. b. Detailed mineralogical
analysis of the Spitzer spectrum of one of the circumstellar dust disks in panel (a), HD 113766. The star is encircled by at least a
Mars-mass of terrestrial planet construction material within its “habitable” (liquid water-temperature) zone, plus two belts at
greater radii dominated by water ice-laden dust. (Both panels after Lisse et al. 2008.)
SOFIA's!1st"generation!spectrographs!can!observe!segments!of!the!mid"IR!con"
taining!important!debris!disk!mineralogy!diagnostics.!As!with!solar!system!miner"
SOFIA’s mid- and far-IR 
spectroscopic capabili-
ties can support 
detailed mineralogical 
analyses and compari-
son of extrasolar debris 
disks containing dust 
produced by planetesi-
mal collisions and subli-





















planet’s! emitted! thermal! spectrum! from! a! perfect! blackbody! can! be! used! to
determine!the!temperature!versus!optical!depth!in!the!atmosphere.!Surprisingly,








from! the!upper! troposphere!down! to! several!bars!of!pressure.!Complete!and







SOFIA can target 
dozens of debris disks 
discovered photomet-
rically by Spitzer but 




Figure 5-6. Spectrum of Neptune in the difficult and important mid-IR region unique to SOFIA. The locations of the emission
cores of the broad H2 collision-induced S(0) and S(1) rotational lines are also indicated. Spitzer IRS LH spectral data are red
crosses, and SH spectra are the blue lines. A model fitting ground-based data from the 1980s (Orton et al. 1987, diamonds) plus
ISO LWS (filled circle) and SWS (filled boxes) data are also shown. Spectral ranges covered by SOFIA FORCAST’s 38.0, 30.0,
and 24.4 µm broadband filters are shown schematically at the upper left. 
5.4.2!Atmospheric!Chemistry
SOFIA’s!high"resolution!spectrometers!(CASIMIR,!GREAT!and!EXES)!enable!inves"
tigation!of! the!global! chemical! inventory!of! all! the!gas!giants,!with! especially
good!spatial!resolution!for!Jupiter!and!Saturn.!SOFIA’s!GREAT!spectrometer!can
provide! far!better!spectral! resolution!on!all!gas!giants! in! the!60"180!!m! range
than!Herschel’s!PACS,!and!CASIMIR!will!provide!unique!observations!of!Jupiter
and!Saturn!at!200"600!!m.!The!120"200 !m!range!will!be!covered!for!Uranus!and













of! the! giant! planets,! the! relevant! wavelengths! are! mostly! inaccessible! from
Earth.! Among! the! key! opportunities! in! SOFIA’s! accessible! spectral! range! for
investigations! of! organic! chemistry! would! be! detection! and! measurement! of
spectral!lines!from!species!such!as!benzene!(C6H6)!and!propane!(C3H8)!in!Uranus
and!Neptune!which!are!otherwise!buried!among!acetylene!(C2H2)!lines,!and!the









global! spectrum! paradoxes! mentioned! above,! and! others! are! tracers! of! non"
equilibrium! processes,! perhaps! manifestations! of! upwelling! flows! or! even
micrometeoroid!bombardment.!SOFIA’s!spectroscopic!sensitivity!in!the!relevant





enable! an! assessment! of! spatial/seasonal! variability! in! atmospheric! structure,
horizontal!and!vertical!winds,!and!heat!flow!over!the!giant!planets’!disks.!SOFIA’s
longevity!means! that!variation! in!atmospheric!properties!of! the!outer!planets
can!be!observed!over!decades.!This!will!be!particularly!useful!for!Saturn,!Uranus,




ties of wavelength cov-
erage, high spatial 
resolution, and long 
duration will open new 
windows of understand-
ing of the giant planets 
through studies of 
their atmospheric com-
positions and struc-









spheric! changes! “uncork”! heat! flow?
SOFIA!is!best!suited!to!find!out.





opacity,! vertical! upwelling).! Moreover
SOFIA’s! unparalleled! spectral! coverage














suggest! that! it! subsequently! lost! its! oceans! to! a! fierce! runaway! greenhouse
effect.! The! hydrogen!was! probably! lost! to! space,! but! the! fate! of! the!oxygen
remains!unknown.!Understanding!Venus’s! initial! conditions,! and!how! this! loss
occurred,!can!provide!crucial!clues!for!unraveling!the!formation!and!evolution!of




Figure 5-7. 24.5 µm image of Jupiter from the NASA IRTF (2008
Aug. 8), showing variability of thermal emission across the disk.
Diffraction-limited resolution for FORCAST 30.0 and 38.0 µm
images are indicated schematically. These are sufficiently small to
resolve major banded structure and large features. Jupiter's






Venus’s! slow! rotation! leaves! it! in! an
unusual! atmospheric! dynamics! regime,
including! a! puzzling! “super"rotating”
mesosphere! circling! the! planet! in! only! 4
Earth!days,!with!substantial!dayside"night"
side! energy! transport! overlain! by! a! sym"
metric!sub"solar! to!anti"solar! flow!at!high
altitudes! (Figure 5"8).! Chemical! models
predict! that!UV! insolation! should!decom"
pose! Venus’s! current! predominantly! CO2






high"resolution! spectroscopy.! With! the
failure!of!the!high"resolution!(1.2!cm"1)!mid"
infrared! Planetary! Fourier! Spectrometer
(PFS)! aboard! the!otherwise!highly! successful!Venus!Express,! the! last! spectro"
scopic!observations!of!Venus!at!middle"!to!far"infrared!wavelengths!by!a!space"
craft!were!by!a! lower!resolution!(5!cm"1)! instrument!on!Venera"15! in!the!1980s.




limitations.! In! contrast,! Venus! can! be! observed! by! SOFIA! for! as! much! as! six
months!around!its!maximum!eastern!and!western!elongations.!Hence,!SOFIA!will





wind! speeds! and! constrain! the! mesospheric! super"rotation,! many! aspects! of
which! are! still! not! understood.! SOFIA’s! EXES! spectrometer! can! follow! up! by
Figure 5-8. Pioneer Venus UV images of Venus’s H2SO4 cloud layers












longitudinal! variations! in! atmospheric! structure! and! infer!wind! structure.!Very
high"resolution! heterodyne! spectroscopy! with! CASIMIR,! which! provides! good
altitude! resolution,!can!extend!ground"based!observations!of! 12CO!and! 13CO! to
stronger!lines!which!sample!higher!altitudes!and!lower!abundances.!The!90"100
km!altitude!range!that!can!be!studied!in!this!way!is!the!transition!region!between
Venus’s! two! different! atmospheric!dynamics! regimes.! This! altitude! is! also! the
location!of!a!controversial!possible!temporally!variable!warm!layer!(Bertaux!et!al.
2007;!Clancy!et!al.!2008)!that!may!result!from! localized!heating!correlated!with
intense! infrared! airglow! in! this! altitude! range! (Crisp!et! al.! 1996;!Ohtsuki!et! al.
2005;!Bailey!et!al.!2008).
Chemical!and!isotopic!composition.!Key!goals!for!spectroscopy!of!Venus! include
measurement!of! a!number!of!molecules!of! interest! to! atmospheric! chemistry
analyses!that!have!absorption!and!emission!lines!throughout!the!mid"!and!far"IR
spectral!regions!accessible!only!to!SOFIA.!Some!of!these!molecules!may!act!as
catalysts,! controlling! chemical! pathways,! atmospheric! evolution,! and! atmo"
spheric!escape.!Chlorine,! for! instance,! is!expected!to!be!an! important!catalyst.












measurement!of! the!D/H! ratio.!DCl! is!potentially!observable!by!Venus!Express,
ν
SOFIA observations of 
Venus will address crit-
ical and unsolved ques-




tion, using different 
wavelengths to probe 





but!the!only!DCl! lines!that! it!can!observe!at! its!wavelengths!of!observation!are
blended!with!strong!CO2!lines.!







predictions! and! upper! limits! from! ground"based! observations! (Sandor! et! al.
2008).!Both!sets!of!Venus!Express!observations!suggest!strong!vertical!mixing;!if




































spectral! resolution! far"infrared! (GREAT! and! CASIMIR)! and!mid"infrared! (EXES)
spectroscopy.!Of!particular! importance! in!the!sub"millimeter!spectral!range!are
nitriles!and!heavy"C!hydrocarbons,!which!Cassini’s!mass!spectrometer!INMS!has





ity! to!achieve!R!~104!–! 107!at! comparable! sensitivity! can!be!expected! to!allow
detection!of!new!molecular!and!isotopic!species.!
Lines!of!key!molecules! including!CH4,!CO,!and!HCN!—! the! starting! links! in! the
organic!chemical!evolution!chain!—!are!observable!by!SOFIA!in!the!sub"millime"
ter!range!not!covered!by!ISO,!and!recorded!but!with!poor!S/N!by!Cassini.!SOFIA’s
broad!wavelength! range!will!allow! these!molecules! to!be!sampled! in!different
resolved! lines,!e.g.,!at! 191!!m! (1569!GHz),!constraining! the! thermal!profile!and




bearing!on! the! formation!of!Saturn,!Titan,!and! the!Solar!System,!can!be!done
uniquely!with!this!high!spectral!resolution!and!wavelength!coverage.
Simulations!of!the!signatures!of!heavy!nitriles!(CH3CN,!etc.)!indicate!that!they!can
be! detected! for! the! first! time! in! the! 250"550! !m! (1200"550! GHz)! range! with
CASIMIR!and!hence!provide!information!on!the!maximum!degree!of!complexity
achieved!in!Titan’s!organic!chemistry.
The! far"infrared! and! sub"millimeter!wavelength! coverage! of! the! SOFIA! instru"
ments!enable!the!search!for!and!quantitative!studies!of!organic!and!other!mole"
cules! in! Titan’s! rich! and! evolving! atmosphere! beyond! the! capabilities! of
spacecraft!and!ground"based!observatories.
The far-infrared and 
sub-millimeter wave-
length coverage of the 
SOFIA instruments 
enable the search for 
and quantitative stud-
ies of organic and other 
molecules in Titan’s rich 
and evolving atmo-
sphere beyond the 
capabilities of space-






EXES! can! be! used! to! search! for! complex! hydrocarbons! and! nitriles! in! Titan’s
stratosphere,!benefiting! from! the! lack!of! atmospheric! interference!by! telluric
H2O! and! CO2.! This! gives! access! to! windows! unattainable! from! the! ground! in
which!organics!predicted!by!models!and! laboratory!experiments,!such!as!C6H2,
C8H2,! C5H2,! C4H4,! CH2CHCN,! CH3CH2CN,! and! many! others,! remain! to! be! seen
(Coustenis!et!al.!2003!and!references!therein)!(Figure 5"9).!
Figure 5-9. (left) Complex organic chemistry hypothesized to occur in Titan’s atmosphere (courtesy NASA/JPL). (right) Data
from ISO SWS with resolution R ~1600-2000 (from Coustenis et al. 2003). SOFIA’s EXES instrument would be able to search for
pathway-critical species such as CH3 (16.5 µm), C6H2 (16.1 µm) and Crotonitrile (13.7 µm) predicted by models.
Because! of! its! higher! sensitivity! and! spectral! resolution,! SOFIA! can! greatly
extend! and! enhance! existing! ISO! and!Cassini!observations! (which!have! lower
spectral!resolution)!and!also!Herschel!observations!that!will!be!limited!in!wave"
length!range!and!time.!Thanks!to! its! long!operational! lifetime,!SOFIA!may!be!a
bridge!to!future!spacecraft!exploration!of!the!Saturn!system.!Major!atmospheric
constituents! such! as! CH4,! CO! and! HCN! can! be! studied! and! monitored.! High
molecular!weight!hydrocarbons! and!nitriles!only!hinted! at!by!Cassini!observa"
tions,!or!seen!only!in!the!laboratory,!may!be!observed!directly,!and!their!globally
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The! following! tables!give!a!sample!of!some!of! the!observing!parameters! for!a
selected!subset!of!the!science!to!be!carried!out! in!the!four!science!themes.! ! In
most!cases!these!are!based!on!the!estimated!sensitivities!of!the!present!instru"





































Species Line Positionλ (!m) Atmospheric Transmission* (+/- 0.01)
H2O! 6.08 0.92
HDO!( 2)!! 7.13 0.99
C4H5N 13.74 0.88
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Modeling!gas"phase!H2O between 5 µm and 540 µm toward massive protostars. A&A!406,!937.
Bouwman, J.,!Henning,!Th.,!Hillenbrand,!L.!A.,!et!al.,!2008.!The!Formation!and!Evolution!of!Planetary!Systems:
Grain!Growth!and!Chemical!Processing!of!Dust!in!T!Tauri!Systems.!Ap.!J.!683,!479.
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